
North Pacific Research Board Meet
Captain Cook Hotel, Anchorage AK

May 30-31,2001

May 30 Morning (0900-1200 hours)

Introduction
Welcome and purpose statement by Interim Chair
Introductions
Roles of participants
Ground rules

1.

2. Review of relevant legislation. Overview
. Dialogue to define key parts; what does it say and not say
. Purpose for legislation, who are the intended beneficiaries

Dialogue on vision and mission for the NPRB3. . What end is to be achieved
Key outcomes.

May 30 Afternoon (1330-1700 hours)

Review results of Morning4.

5.

.

.
Draft mission and vision statements
Further dialogue as necessary

Research themes
. Key concerns to
. Scope and kinds

6. How will NPRB integrate and complement other research efforts and organizations?. Key ongoing or anticipated activities complementary to NPRB. Organizations to target for coordination and leveraging opportunities

7. Organizational issues
Achieving the purpose of NPRB.
Dialogue on legislative requirements and management needs.

May 30 Evening: Small group and facilitator activity: Develop written summary of
key points including draft vision and mission statements
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May 31 Morning (0900-1200 hours)

8. Review and adjustment of vision and mission statement

9. Organization and Administration
. Available organizational models
. Identification and prioritization of essential elements
. Dialogue on options and subcommittee recommendations
. Identification of preferred organizational structure and administration
. Operating procedures under the Memorandum of Understanding

May 31 Afternoon (1330-1700 hours)

10. Participation strategies. Within the NPRB structure. Outside constituencies

11. Goals and objectives for the upcoming year
. Key priorities for organizational structure
. Key priorities for forwarding research

12. Review of meeting results
. Mission and vision
. Structure
. Next steps and assignmants
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I. PROCESS

Dave Benton, Internn Chair of the North Pacific Research Board (NPRB), chaired the meeting.
Suzanne Marcy and Comrie

The first day's discussion focused on:
A review of relevant legislation
The vision and mission of the NPRB
Research themes and scope, and kinds of research
How the NPRB will integrate and complement other research efforts and organizations.

The second dat s discussion focused on:
Organizational issues
Participation strategies
Goals and objectives for the upcoming year
Next steps and assignments.

II. RESULTS

The group achieved four key results from the meeting: a vision, mission, structtll"e/anm;nistration, and
These results are described below, and thenext steps.

in section III.

Vjgion
A clear understandmg
effective management

of the North Pacific, Bermg Sea, and Arctic Ocean ecosystems that enables
and sustainable use of marine resources.

Mission
The mission of the NPRB is to develop a comprehensive science program of the highest caliber that
provides a better understandmg of the North Pacific~ Bermg Sea~ and Arctic Ocean ecosystems and
their fisheries. The work of the NPRB will be conducted through science p:Jamllng, prioritization of
pressmg fishery management and ecosystem infonnation needs, coordination and cooperation among
research programs, competitive selection of research projects, enhanced information availability, and
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discussion that lead to the results is summarjzed
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public mvo1vement

Structure! Administration
1) Establish the North Pacific Research Institute (NPRI).

Seward at the Sea Life Center, and its administrative functions will be based in Anchorage.
Co-mingle the NPRB and the NPRI administrative funds as per the Committee report.2)

3)
4)
5)

Hire an executive director that reports to the NPRB.
Institute discussions with EVOS to potentially co-locate
Enter into discussions with the EVOS Trustees about the possibility of bringing the two programs
closer together (reeD

Next SteDs
1) A Committee comprised of Bill Hines, Jim Balsiger,

and Pam ?, will work to develop ajob description, draft of by laws, and a time line by the end of
June.

2)
3)
4)
5)

Circulate those documents and get comments by email.
Work on procedures for transfetring and accessing funds.
Tylan and Jim will work to get a simple web sit up to provide basic infonnation on the NPRB.

conferenceConduct a video

MEETING NOTES FROM THE FLIPCHARTS

The group's discussion was wide ranging and detailed. The following notes are an attempt to capture
the essence of the discussion from the comments that were recorded on the flipcharts. It is by no

III.

means comprehensive.

Integration
There was considerable discussion about the integration/coordination aspect of the NPRB mission,
specifically regarding who to integrate/coordinate with, and how. Following is a list of possible "whosH
generated by the group

Other long term funded programs
Federal and State agencies
U Diversities
Private trusts (e.g., Pew)
International entities (e.g., PlCES)
Local entities
All stakeholders

In response to the "how" question, the group suggested the following:
. Coordination should take place "with" vs. "among" or "cognizant of' other entities.
. Collect information on "who what when" to know potential partners (building of the GEM effort).

Its research function will be based in

offices.administrative

this will take some time).grnzmg

Tylan Schrock, Dave Benton, Prank Rue,

call on June 13 to review the draft documents.

2
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. Be inclusive - use all types of data and information.

. The fEst key is getting a solid focus - then partners will join.

Geographic Scope
The group recognized the geographic scope from the statute (North Pacific and Bering Sea including
Russian/Japanese waters). They elected to leave the southern boundary open for now while
acknowledgmg the inclusion of Oregon and Washington coasts given the representatives those states
have on the NPRB.

Substantive ScoDe
Regarding substantive scope, the group grappled at length with how broadly to interpret the telm
"marine ecosystem", especially with the extent to which telTestrial components should be included in the
NPRB's purview. Some members wanted to focus primarily on the know ledge gaps in marme
systems, noting that there is already more mfonnation available for terrestrial systems. However,
everyone acknowledged the need to consider the entire life cycle of saJmon to tell a complete story -
the focus on marine must be in context with the larger system The priority might be on marine, but the
scope could still be m an ecosystem context. The NPRB can provide an mtegration function for the
complete ecosystem by helping figure out where the real priorities are and fund key research for
addressmg them Keep the marine focus, but retain the option of expanding the focus more broadly
when other issues arise in the process of identifying critical needs. With aD this in mind the term "marine
and relatedH was suggested as one way to capture the essence of the scope discussion.

International SCODe
The group noted that there is great potential for co llaboratiDg withRussians and others. There are already
some relationships in place through tbeEVOS/GEM annual meetings, PlCES, and the University. The
NPRB willneed to decide whether to foster direct collaboration or rather to just do information exchange.

Relationships with other Entities
The themes of this discussion were synergy> cooperation>
discussion about whether the NPRB should sponsor jointmeetmgs with other organizations to develop
potentWljoint research plans/agendas. This would necessitate deciding with whom and in wbatkind of
relationship. Another kleas was to have a large gathering to develop a synoptic picture of what is
happening among different groups (including other researchefforts such as PI CBS and relevant pro grams
such as SEARCH~ IARPC, and GEM). Someone suggested that the NPRB needs to "tbink smart about
developing its strategy for dealing with other efforts" and codify in writing how to interact withothers and
set priorities. The importance of public involvement was also noted.

Vision: What will change as a result of the NPRB?
When confronted with a question about what will change as a result of NPRB conring mto existence,
the group suggested the following:. Long tenn fundmg - creates a long-tenn focus.. Better predictive ability through integration of various efforts.

partnering and outreach.There was some
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. Longer view of what future issues are and the ability to set up long tenn monitoring to think through
future needs - tied together for prediction.

The group also said they wanted the vision to be bold - e.g., to try but not achieve complete
understanding (a vision does not have to happen - but strive to realize it anyway). The SeaLife Center
mission was mentioned as a model.

Functions
This was a lengthy discussion and there were a number of important pOUltS:

Use monitormg results for conclusions.
Use limited $10M to pull together mtegration.
Develop a comprehensive~ unified plan through a dynamic process and hnplementation oversight -
create infonnation services to improve potential for predictions.
Involve local communities m day-to-day work rather than "hnportmg scientists who leave".
Need a plan with true representation across organizatiom for sharing and leveraging available funds
- stress criteria for cooperation.
There are many potential contributors in other organizations - the NPRB can foster mteragency
cooperation to influence coordination.
hnprove understanding/detecting what is happenmg m the ecosystem through other long-term
activities with which the NPRB can cooperate (e.g., $40M Steller). Coordinate with GEM and
other long-tenn efforts.
Fund the highest quality science. Couple one-to-five year science with long tenD monitoring.
Support monitoring and research to infonn public policy. The NPRB must emure top science to
address real world problems and transparent communication process (e.g., science to public
policy).
Current monitoring programs are limited.
Alternative data sources have long tenn monitormg data that could be used.
A comprehensive observation program to acquire basic ocean data with nrinimal expenditures
necessitates partnerships.
A process is required to prioritize research. Process should be top of the NPRB's priority.
A gap analysis process may provide the backbone for priority settmg.
Take advantage of existmg science plans already compiled by EVOS
Plans m existence are very valuable - the next requITed step is to establish priorities.
The quality of data and analysis is critical (GLOBEC exampJe) - mechanistic models and measures
are needed for verification. Modem technologies must be the cornerstone of the program.
We have opportunities to take time because of long term fundIDg.
Gap analysis? - Look at scale so we can address important issues.

This is a large job to do jf addressed at regional scale. What are the precedents? It will be a
challenge to pull together.
The Bering Sea is changmg signili.cantly. We need to bring experts together to develop options for
work - long-term observatories.
What are we trymg to accomplish? Sustainable use of fisheries through better science.
Use of community knowledge helps guide and alert the scientific community. A mechanismjs

.
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needed for communities to share their observations.
Be leaders on determiillng "state of ecosystem"..

. The NPRB should be a place to go for exchange - for scientists to gather to discuss ideas and

improve understanding.
Consider an annual "state of the ocean" report - start by developing a draft framework for internal
and external discussion.
The NPRB could provide opportunities to local community activities - as scientific support and
problem solvers.
The NPRB should integrate long-term monitoring m the field usmg existing plans, i.e. - here is the
over all picture, which sets context.
Retain the ability to fund specific research, in addition to supporting cooperative research.
Provide funding to: a) high quality science and b) coordination support for integrating science and
public policy.
We don't manage - we do science

The group identified four themes from tills discussion:
1) Coordination among agencies - potentially sp~mlling the Alaska coastline through cooperation.
2) Science planning function - GEM model with long term plan/program to guide decisions.

3) Project funding (possibly using GAP analysjg).
4) Public involvement.

The group suggested the need to get something going in the short term e. g. , a framework research plan
(with staff) while developing longer-term criteria for operations and plans. They noted the need for:

A business plan,
A science plan (developed with input from native communities, businesses, and scientists) that
covers priorities (federaIlstatellocal communities), integration, and monitoring, and clarifies what
categories of research will be funded. Have a meeting of scientists to create the plan and identify
critical areas.
A plan for how to engage other entities in order to create a collaborative research environment ill
Alaska.

On the topic of how to orgaruze and sequence the "start-up", one suggestion was to get

.
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Organizational and Structural Issues
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to design the process, and to think in tenDS of four elements:
1) Plan (and perhaps get a few projects going to demonstrate progress e.g., possibly to address

some pressing fisheries management needs with some existing projects that are "ready to go" and
just need some support).

2) Prioritize (taJk to stakeholders~ regulators, and "experts" and establish criteria for selecting
research priorities).
Put the plan into context with other activities and plans.
Implementation plan evolves from first three.

3)
4)

implementoran
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Staffing
On the subject of staffing, the group
exercising good ideas, get things moving, and develop the business plan.
the need for a lead scientist to organize the science plan.

Stakeho Ide! Involvement
A lot was said about stakeholder involvement:
. It is a vast area - effective llnplementation requires a diverse constituency.
. Bring stakeholders in early so they can identify critical issues to resolve and scientists can determine

how. Provide functional things to for the groups to work on rather than science planning per se.. There needs to be a parallel process - science and stakeholders.
. There needs to be a process for bringmg people together (the abstract plan will take form when

scientists come together to discuss and identjfy priorities and gaps).
. We may want to me someone to bring help with stakeholder mvolvement.
. An option might be to use the Bering Sea Sunnnit next April to present a draft science plan and to

solicit input from attendees.
. Use $2m m 2001 to get public participation on the science plan, provide assistance to connnunity

groups to engage, and bring scientists to the table. (The "implementor" would decide the way to do
this)

Adjunct of other organization
Separate corporate identity

The followIDg criteria were suggested to help guide the discussion about ad:ministration:
MamtamJestablish corporate identity
Staff dedicated solely to furthering the NPRB mission
Maximize efficiencies and economy of scale (e.g., location)
Create an ad:ministrative structure that promotes collaboration
Cooperate with other organization on peer review process for grants
Open competition in considering possible partners

the group discussed the option of mergmg with EYQS, the Sea Life Center or another entity to
maximize efficiency and economy of scale.
NPRB bemg subsumed by GEM. (A shnilar concerned was noted about the SeaLife Center)

Fmancial Issues
In response to a question about whether interest could be transferred to the NPRB it was clarified that
such a transfer would not be authorized by statute Title 31 US Treasury - interest accrues to the

government. Additional authority would be needed to establish a trust account. Connnerce can
present one grant to an mtermediary - sub grants must comply with federal law. Further clarification

Administrative Model
The group identified two administrative models:..

~~~

identified the need for a leader, an Executive Director, to begm
In addition, they expressed

Concerns were that a merger with EVOS could result in the
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was requested.

Operating Procedures
In the discussion about operating procedures it was apparent that voting rights is ahigbly sensitive issue.
The group agreed there should be afocus on achieving consensus and that no vote would berequired when
consensus was achieved. In the absence of a consensus it was suggested that the five voting members
could abstain and take an advisory vote and/or obtain formal statements from non-voting members.

It was also suggested that the Executive Board might need to meet more often than full board and that there
would need to be transparency about the issues the Executive Board would discuss.

~~~
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Report of the North Pacific Research Board
Subcommittee on Organizational Structure and Process

SUMMARY

Members of the Subcommittee on Organizational Structure and Process met in Anchorage on
May 10, to discuss and develop options for administration of the North Pacific Research Board
("'the Board"). The subcommittee evaluated various scenarios and the majority of the members
chose the North Pacific Marine Research Institute as the prefened option for administration.

DISCUSSION
. .

On May 10, 2001, members oftbe Subcommittee on Organizational Structure and Process met in
Anchorage to discuss and develop options regarding management and administration. Members
included:

Vera Alexander, Ph.D., U Diversity of Alaska
Bill Hines, DOCINOAAINMFS
Trevor McCabe, At-Sea Processors Association
Phil Mundy, Ph.D., Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council (EVOSTC)
.Frank Rue, Alaska Department of Fish and
Tylan Schrock, Alaska SeaLife Center
Bill Seitz, Ph.D., DOJ/USGS

Suzanne Marcy, Ph.D., of the U.S. Environment Protection Agency was present to discuss the
agenda for the May 30-31, 2001, Board Meeting in Anchorage, at the Captain Cook Hotel. Dr.
Marcy will serve as one of two facilitators for the meeting. Mr. Bob Hicks, of the Alaska
SeaLife Center (ALSC) was also a participant in the discussions in lending his expertise in
organizational matters.

Phil Mundy produced a draft compendium
conducting research in waters off Alaska. The compendium was
with the addition of the Board Desk Reference, Dr. Alexander's
Board, and a marine science plan for the arctic. The compendium is being printed and
by the EVOSTC staff, and will be mailed to the Board members and primary nominees in
advance of the
about May.18.

May 30-31 meeting. EVOSTC is expected to be able to mail the book on or

Building on the briefing packet provided to the Board at its April 9 meeting, Bill Hines will
produce a legislation briefing book for the Board members and primary nominees to include the

~~~
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of research p. various organizations presently
approved by the subcommittee

April 9 presentation to the
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enabling legislation for Board, North Pacific Marine Research Institute, Oil Spill Research
Institute, Northern Fund, Regional Marine Research Planning Act, and the Arctic Research
Commission.

1. Administration

The subcommittee identified, and reviewed strategies for implementing
below), the basic functions oftbe Board. The basic functions include:

. development of criteria/priorities for grants

. grant recommendations

. grant administration

. scientific guidance/peer review. oversight of projects funded

. communication/outreach

. coordination with other entities to avoid duplication

In discussing administration, the subcommittee chose to look at various organizational and
administrative components in its analysis. The first being the basic mission of the Board to. set
research priorities and make grant recommendations with respect to "the fish~es or marine
ecosystems in the north Pacific Ocean, Bering Sea, and Arctic Ocean." Inherent in this mission
will be the ongoing responsibility to monitor and review research ftmded by the Board.

The second component is budget parameters. The statute specifies that "[n]ot more than 5
percent of the funds provided [from the Dinkum Sands Fund for marine research] may be used to
provide support for the Board and administer grants." (401 (e)(4)(B)). Since the total amount of
interest available will be around $10 million annually, the amount available for the Board support
and administration costs will be around $500,000 (5 percent) annually. It will be a challenge for
the Board to carry out its statutory responsibilities within this limited budget.

The third component is to avoid duplication. The statute specifically requires that the Board
"seek to avoid duplicating other research activities". In order to satisfy this statutory mandate,
the Board should create and support a program that provides for the coordination and regular
sharing of information between the Board and other entities involved in marine research off
Alaska.

The fourth component is public process. The Board is required to comply to the extent
practicable with Section 302(i) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act, which sets guidelines for meetings
of the North Pacific Fishery Conservation and Management Council. The Board will need to be
administered in a manner that allows full and meaningful participation by the public in the Board
process in accordance with these Magnuson-Stevens Act guidelines.

(seeoptionspaper
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The fifth component is to maintain scientific integrity of the Board. During the last meeting,
members of the Board expressed strong feelings about ensuring the scientific integrity of the
Board. The Board should be administered in the manner that supports this goal. The Board must
not be administered in a manner that creates conflicts of interests or the appearance of conflict of
interest, jeopardizes the integrity or credibility of research that is funded, or otherwise detracts
from the statutory mission of the Board.

Bob Hicks (ASLC) pointed out that conflict of interest, which is acting to gain financial reward,
should not be confused with bias, which is pursuing a point of view owing to personal
circumstances, such as professional background or agency affiliation. Congress formed a Board
comprised specifically - by name - of many political interests including fishing interests, Alaska
Natives, oil and gas interests, environmental interests, academia., various research institutes and
various governmental agencies that conduct marine research. The appointed representatives of
these interests will, and lawfully should, advocate their interests and viewpoints to the rest of theBoard, just as .a developer advocates conservation on a zoning board, - and a legislator advocates

appropriations to his or her district sometimes at the expense of another district. Expressions of
these representational interests are not "conflict of interests." They are democracy in action. A
conflict of interest exists only when the Board member has a direct personal or close familial
financial interest in the outcome of the vote. The organizational structure of the Board should
avoid concentrations of power, but must allow reasonable expressions of competing
representational interests, including research institutions/agencies applying for grants, subject
only to maintaining scienti~c integrity.

The discussion regarding conflict and bias is relevant to the analysis of the options provided
below. A number of Cons associated with administrative options revolve around the issues of
conflict or bias. The Board can, through good process, ensure that regardless of how or who
admini sters the Board, the reputation and integrity of the research program remains.

The sixth component is to draw from the experience of other entities in establishing a credible
scientific and public process. Other organizations have experience in the processes of receiving
public input, setting research priorities, selecting research projects, monitoring projects that
receive funding, and many of the other responsibilities of the Board. The Board should borrow
heavily as possible from the wealth of experience that already exists.

Based upon the criteria previously described, the subcommittee looked at various options for
. administration: .

Option A: Commerce Department: At present, the Board is being administered by Department
of CommercelNational Marine Fisheries Service staff. Since the Board statute specifically
requires the Secretary to "provide the Board such administrative and technical support as is
necessary for the effective functioning of the Board" (section 401 (e)(4)(B», some de2l'ee of

~~~~
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administrative overlaD with the Commerce DeDartment is inevitable. reszardless of the
administrative framework ultimately chosen bv the Board.

For instance, the Dinkum Sands Fund interest for the Board must pass through the Commerce
Department under the statute, and the Secretary must review and approve the research grants
recommended by the Board (Section 401 (e)(4)(A)). The Board could ask the Depar1ment of
Commerce to fully administer the program.

Pros: Commerce Department staff are already providing administrative services, and
would not have to start from scratch on the program. Administration by the Commerce
Department would consolidate all Board functions under one roof together with the other
responsibilities of the Commerce Department to the Board.

CODS: Possibly too much control by one agency/entity. The $ecretary already has a
voting seat on the Board executive committee, is responsible for approving half of the
nominees that serve on the Board, and must review and approve grant recommendations.
Agencies witnin the Department of Commerce will also likely apply for funds, and full
administration of the Board by the Commerce Department could create a perceived bias
in favor of Commerce applicants. The Department of Commerce would need to hire
significant staff to administer the program.

One of the biggest consideration with this option is Commerce's ability to allow some
other entity to administer these funds. If Commerce adopts a position under the statute
that the grant administration MUST be preformed by Commerce, many of the following
options are limited.

Option B: North Pacific Marine Research Institute: In addition to the primary mission of the
Board described above, the Board is responsible for administering the North Pacific Marine
Research Institute ("Institute"), which is established in section 5008 of the Oil Pollution Act
(OP A). The Institute is required to be located at the ASLC in Seward, and to conduct research
and education/demonstration projects on the North Pacific marine ecosystem, "with a particular
emphasis on marine mammal, sea bkd, fish, and shellfish populations in the Bering Sea and Oulf
of Alaska" (OPA Section 5008(b)(1». The Institute is authorized to receive $5 million annually,
$3 million of which is authorized and was intended as a lease payment to ASLC for equipment
and facilities at the ASLC necessary to conduct research and education (OP A Section
5008(b)(2». Similar to the Board's administrative cap, the administrative costs of the Institute
are capped at 1 0 percent ($200.000) of the funds available to the Institute annually for research.
Importantly, however, the statute specifies that "The administrative funds of the Institute and the
administrative funds of the North Pacific Research Board may be used to jointly administer such
programs at the discretion of the North Pacific Research Board" (OPA Section 5008(e».
By iointly administerinlJ the Board with the Institute. the combined administrative bud2et for the

two entities would be annroximateb:j700.000 per year.

~
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Though the research component would remain in Seward, there was discussion regarding the
feasibility of administering the Board from Seward. Under that statute. provided that the Institute
is located 'at the ASLC,' the statute does not preclude the ASLC from opening an office to
conduct some portions of that administration elsewhere in Alaska. The subcommittee concluded
that this would have to be looked at in a proposal manner to understand the logistical and cost
implications of splitting functions. which would be done by the Institute with the direction of the
Board.

Pros: This is a semi-independent entity that is adnrinistered by the Board. The federal
statute authorizes co-administration of the Board with the Institute, indicating
Congressional interest in an economy of scale between the two entities. Co-location
could significantly reduce both the travel costs and time of the Board members, and help
in the avoiding the duplication of research efforts by the two programs. Co-location
would allow for a single office location, single roster of staff, single accounting function,
single set of office equipment, etc. The Institute has not yet been established, so no pre-
existing negative associations exist, and its process, identity and reputation are being
shaped with the same high standards of a research institute, which it could bring to the
Board. The Board members who administer the Institute represent many organizations
and experience in scientific and public process that can be drawn on as the Institute is
formed to ensure that collective experience is captured. The Institute may provide
flexibility in process that could not be achieved within a federal or other existing agency,
for example. acting as the fiscal agent for the Board allowing funds to be moved to an
interest bearing account.

Cons: As with the Department of Commerce, the ASLC will likely apply for research
fimds from the Board at times, and co-administration with the Institute could create a
perceived bias due to the ASLClInstitute linkage. Travel costs and time associated with
meetings might be greater if the combined administrative office were based in Seward.

OOtiOD C: Independent Board: The Board could establish a new and wholly independent office
for administration of its program. This would provide maximum flexibility in terms of location
and staff selection, would maximize the autonomy of the Board, and could minimi7'.e the
appearance of any bias or conflicts of interest. Unfortunately, this is probably the most costly
option (and may be a practical impossibility, given the mandates of the Board and the limited
administrative budget). The Board would be responsible for the full costs of staffing, office
expenses, Board member travel, arranging for public review, etc. While some expenses might
continue to be shared with the Department of Commerce, it is likely not possible for the Board to
operate completely independent with just funds authorized in the Board statute.

00000 D: Co-LocationlCo-Administration With Other Entities: The Board could approach
any number of the existing marine research entities in Alaska and explore shared administrative
functions. As discussed at the April meeting, the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council Gulf

~~
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Ecosystem Monitoring (GEM) Program is similar in many ways to' the Board program. The
University of Alaska also has extensive experience in administering marine research and research
grants programs in Alaska. Virtually all of the federal and state agencies and other entities with
designated seats on the Board have experience in administering marine research and grants
programs as well. The potential benefits of working with any of these programs are similar to the
benefits discussed above of working with the Commerce Department or Institute: primarily an
economy of scale in the costs of offices, staff, equipment, etc.

Most would have the same potential negative aspect of creating perceived or actual bias with
entities that may be applying for or carrying out research funded by the Board. Below is a brief
discussion of two specific possibilities for co-administration (stennnhlg from the presentations at
the April meeting by these two entities):

Sub~ODtion: EVOS Trustee Council GEM Program: (pros) The GEM program is
very similar in mission and structure to the Board's. By joinfug forces, the Board could
draw heavily from experienced staff, research programs, and from processes that have
already been established and refined over the course of a decade. Co-administration
could expand the portion of funds from each of the Board and GEM programs available
for research, rather than administration. A large portion of the coordination effort .
superstructure may already be in place through the OEM progr~ though the scope of
the Board program will be much larger. Tbree federal and state agencies (Commerce,
Interior, and ADF&G) already serve on both boards. (Cons) Tbree federal and state
agencies already serve on both boards, which could lead to a concern over a concentration
of control. Association of the new Board program with the Exxon Valdez oil spill could
be a potential negative. The Board could gain a fair amount from the experience of the
EVaS/GEM program without fonnally j oining forces as well.

Sub-ODtion: University of Alaska: (pros and Cons) The University of Alaska has the
longest history of any potential Board partner in the administration of marine research
programs in Alaska. It also has a large number of respected scientists and researchers
who may be applying for Board funds in the future, however. The University's
involvement in administration of the Board could create an appearance of a bias in favor
of University grant applicants, though the scientific process of the University is probably
the most rigorous and legitimate process. .

Sub-ODtion: Other Entities: There are likely other entities whose administrative
requirements overlap with those of the Board and that may warrant consideration.

2. Disposition of Funds

The subcommittee also discussed the feasibility of having the entire amount offunds available to
the Board transferred from Commerce to the Board as a "block grant" or in some other manner
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that would allow the funds to be deposited in an interest bearing account. Mr. Bill Hines has
raised this issue with Commerce and will seek to have people available at the Board meeting to
address these issues. The Subcommittee strongly supports Board action on this matter as soon as
possible.

3. Actions/Recommendations

The subcommittee recommends that the Board take the following actions at the May meeting:

. Approve the establishment of the North Pacific Marine Research Institute in accordance
with the statute.

. Approve administration of the Board by $e Institute, keeping open the possibility of
additional administrative collaboration with others in the future.

. Identify interim BoardlInstitute staff. -

. Request that the ASLC, on behalf of the Institute, prepare recommendations to the Board
for co-administration of the Board and Institute, including options relating to location and
staffing.

. Authorize expenditure of funds to create an Board web-site in order to immediately begin
reaching out to the public.

. Develop an expedited process for the approval of one or two initial research projects.
The Board could consider projects within the broad priorities identified in the statute
(pressing fisheries management needs and ecosystem information needs) while the details
of the long-tenn Board research program are being completed. The Subcommittee
discussed the possibility of research projects relating to high seas salmon concerns,
Steller sea lions, andlor continuation of certain University of Alaska North Pacific Marine
Research initiative projects.

The subcommittee supported administration by the Institute as the preferred option because it
would satisfy Congressional intent that the Board capitalize on the ability to leverage the
administrative funds provided by statute for the Institute and the Board by coalescing the two
funds for maximwn benefit, it likely provides enough funds to properly administer the Board,
and the Institute's development as a research institute that will draw on the experience of its
administrative body can ensure the best scientific and public process. The subcommittee also
recognized that the Secretary of Commerce exercises ultimate discretion with regard to project
approval and, therefore, Commerce will playa major role in administering grants.
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